Call for Abstracts
International German/Russian Seminar on Computational Systems Biology
A satellite meeting of the German-Russian Forum Biotechnology 2013

June 5th, 2013
Rostock / Warnemünde, Germany

http://www.owwz.de/rostock.html

The German/Russian Network of Computational Systems Biology ([http://www.imbio.de/forschung/](http://www.imbio.de/forschung/)) will organize a satellite seminar together with the German-Russian Forum Biotechnology. Beside invited talks we will also accept open talks and presentations. Abstracts must be sent to the organizer of the seminar:

hofestae@techfak.uni-bielefeld.de

Accepted abstracts are invited to send their full paper to the Journal of Integrative Bioinformatics ([http://journal.imbio.de/](http://journal.imbio.de/)).

Background
This International German/Russian Seminar - as a satellite meeting of the German-Russian Forum Biotechnology ([http://owwz.de/biotechnology.html?&L=1](http://owwz.de/biotechnology.html?&L=1)) - will be of interest for Bioinformatics, Molecular Biology and Molecular Medicine. The idea of this Seminar is to discuss methods, theoretical approaches or practical applications in the area of Integrative Bioinformatics.

Topics of Interest
- Database integration
- Molecular data warehouse
- Molecular textmining
- Visualization and animation
- Analysis of complex networks
- Pathway prediction and analysis
- Petri net simulation
- Models for metabolic network analysis

Important Dates
- 31st March 2013: Extended abstract submission
- 30th April 2013: Notification of acceptance

Organizing
- **Ralf Hofestädt**, Bielefeld University, Germany
- **Nikolay Kolchanov**, Institute of Cytology and Genetics SB RAS, Russia

Contact
hofestae@techfak.uni-bielefeld.de